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Foreword

Socio-elomic and cultural context
and creativelarocess

The situation in Italy could be described as follows.In the last few years it has been found advisable toembody new developments in the school system in a seriesof legi:31.ative and administrative acts designed to support
.

an on-going programming process, rather than in a forMallystructured plan, as in the past; it has also been foundadvisable to implement the new developments by means ofsuccesive interventions, making adjustments as theybecoiLe necessary, rather than a single reform act.

The reason for this approach is that whenever anattempt has been made (and has been successful) to graspthe essence of the "new", in'the many'and changing facetsof society, the result, when it came to be incorporated-into the school system, was already obsolete or.correspondea.to a type of society that no longer existed. This 'permanent
.

tiMe-la between society and the school has several causes.:the excessively rapid development of science, technologyand industrialisation, and all the intensive phenomenaaccompanying them (primacy of the masseS, of mechanisation,techniques, symbols add dehumanisation) have transformed_societies so radically_that their traditional ideaS--andvalues are no longer the same.

In Italy, the crisis in socio-ecdit5Mic and cultural Hforces has not led down the path traced by Ilich and .Reimer,towards a dream of a deStr6CtUred school and a 'deschooledsocietY (as though the educational apparatus or themegaloolis was alone responsible for the entire crisis);on the ontrary, it has produced a clear determination torevise, consolidate anr1 enrich the existing structures -resultir, in a "hypersehooled" rather than a "deschooled"societ:: and a stubborn search for new certainties to putin the ace of the contested values: new mpdels ofbehavr, new forms of relationships between people, andbetween peple and external realities which, as realitiesare c411 :n,)si, remain unchanged.

Notwit,:lotanding the Gospel, Richmond would say this isputting new wine into old botJtles; we would say ancientrather than old, and for that reason still valid today andperhaps forever.

5
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Since 1971 this tension, or continuous and
never-ending creative process, has been expressed in
various ways:

1. There have been a iarge number of legislative and
administrative measures,-of which only the most important
-are mentioned below:

a ministry circular in 1971, establishing the
autonomy of schools and teachers and the
participation of all parts of society in the
life of the school;

a series of government proposals, also made
public in 1971, which have formed the basis
for school policies in all areas since that
time;

an initial school district proposal, debated
.in 1972 by a meeting of regional assessors;

an outline act dated 30 July 1973 (No. 477),
in which the government-Undertook-to lay.down
standards for the achievement of project-
objectives;

a series of implementing dkgrees, dated
31 May 1974 (Nos. 416,417,419 and' 420) ta which
frequent reference will be made below. \-

2. Many.attempts have been made, and are continuing to
be made, to create new secondary education structures in
keeping with socio-economic and cultural demands: seven
reform bills have been.tabled-inparliament-thusfar,and
there is a possibility of an eighth government proposal.

3. Various original contributions to the reform of
secondary education have appeared, in the form of instants
in a continuous.process of experimentation based on a.
dynamic and open concept of the school: at this time 1.12
experimental schools have been set up throughout the
country.

Project-objectives, proposals for-reform and
experimentation: these are the paths long,,Uhcertain and
ill-marked - which Italy intends to follow in its efforts
to achieve a desired renewal of education and.society.
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Frarework within which the main lines

of innovation have developed

I. Basic assuutions

'When introducing new elements of knowledge or
practices into the school, the first problem to arise
is thii3: if a reform is to take root and grow, the
conditins in which it can become effective must already
exist.

The Act previously mentioned, No. 477 of 1973, and.'
the subsequent implementinv decrees adopted in 1974, are
rightly yearded as the truest innovations in the Italian'
school system, on the ground that their provisions are
pre-requi,3ites for all further reforms of structures,
method::: and contents:

a. communal management of the school by all social,
economic an(a cultural entities concerned in the educational
proces:;: pupils and parents, school administration and
labour forces, firms and trade unions, economy andmarket
experts, lawyers and government officials .(DPR No.'416);

b. academic autonomy of teachers, as seen in
experimentation, and institution of a critical comparison
of ideas and. opinions, which takes the form of
interdisciplinary and collegiate work (DPR No. 417);

c. .sugoort provided by structures and organisations
.(even external), in the general-work-of research,
experimantation and modernisation (DPR No. 419).

II. s regards the secondary sehool in_particular

scond oroblem is inherent in the establishment
of structtlre:-; appropriate-to, the school's informative and
edu:ici1. function, and has several aspects:

.

a. the increase and extension of information to transmit;
this cLfr..nt the school with a choice between reducing
the numbr of fields of study and volume of knowledge, or
indefinitely extending the time of transmission, ie the

.

duraim of :chooling.

7
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With regard to the number of fields_of study,
curriculum revinion is_plann3d to delete many- concepts
and data,-particularly of the type recuiring commitment
to memory. With.regard 'to volume of knowledge - and
despite Bruner's finding that the increase in volume of
knewledge goes hand in hand with the development of-the
structures organising it, and with an increasingly organic
inter-relationship of its contents - the possibility is .

being considered of eliminating everything except general
principles and conceptscience, after all, moves in the
direction of generalisation, and that means simplification);
at the same time, areas of enquiry and their related
problems will be explored extensively on the basis of
pupils' centres of interest and needs, by means of
supplementary sesearch and independent study. By balancing
each other, the two actions of cutting down and expanding
would provide a satisfactory preparation within a course
of the present length.

Both proposals for secondaryschool reform and
experimentation are mOving along these lines, envisaging,.
an area of study common to all pupils, including the
national language, history, mathematics, one foreign
language and other subjects regarded as essential.to a
basic education, which are to be explored .and studied in
terms of the needs expressed by pupils'in the course of
motivated research; at the same time, it must be borne in
mind that some of the centres of interest and needs
.expressed by pupils will prove insignificant and infertile,
and only.those which are capable of removing doubts .

relating tb-contingent problems, eliminating attitudes of
-insecurity, modifYirig-behaviour and making a positive
contribution to personality growth should be used.

b. The 'school-work relationship is a focal point of
the reform. Learning and knowledge are essential factors
in development_and as such theY should be regarded as an
investment, their object ShOUldbe" the demands of the
working world. A conviction that'secondary schooling must
contain some vocational or at least pre-vocational-elements
- not specialised, for that would be undesirable, but a
suitable foundation for subsequent specialisation - na;:; led

to a proposal entailing three groups of optiona] subjects
branching off from the common core: philology-linuistics,
mathematics-sciences, and history-socioloEy, which would
in a .en.Je be operational and practical continuation of
tue ilwrienil basic education.

8
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III. New elements of knowledge and new practices

A third problem, whose solution lies largely in
the -realm of-experimentation, is that of the selection

introduction of the new elements rising over the
zqn of a new education.

.

. a.. 'Difficulties of classification and co-ordination

For reasons mentioned above, it would be preferable
to avoid introducing new subjects into the curricula.
Moreover, only a few of the new elements.would appear to
have an originality potential great enough to warrant the
.creation of new subjects of study: data processing is one,
the science that leads to the computer. In Italy, this
was introduced into technical school curricula a2 a
totally new subject, confined to two newly established*
courses. By and large, however, all elements of knowledge
and practices, including.those.in the human sciences:

are virtually covered already by one of the
traditional fields (eg environment studies:
the natural environment is studied-in biology,
the territorial one in geography, and the
social one in history and civic education);

or can be attached to existing fields by
enlarging their area (eg the highway code,
health, nutrition, consumer affairs 'etc are
connected with civic education this. .was

.

introduced intocurricula as a separate subject
a feveyears ago, and could itself be identified
with political education, or, to be more-precise,
could form part of a political education);

or serve as instruments in developing aptitudes
for communication and social integration (study
of languages, work in small groups etc);

or function as subsidiary instruments in
instruction in other subjects .(eg teaching
technologies such as programmed or "mastery"
learning).

It is not easy to classify and co-ordinate so many
seemingly new and disparate elements (contents, .methods,.
techniques, approaches). Just when one thinks'one has
differentiated among them, singly or by group, a glance at
the goals they pursue merges and confuses them again, and we
find ourselves back facing the principle of the unity of all
knowledge and education.

9
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b. Causes of this uncertainty

Several factors lie behind this difficulty:

confusion in the human sciences themselves,
which were initially divided into clearly
differentiated areas (anthropology, semiolo
psychology, sociology and political science
and are'new in the throes of destructuring and
restructuring as a result of the constant
emergence of new elements, interdisciplinary
postulates, and totalising tendencies which
have upset institutional balances;

the state of uncertainty in which teachers
must work, owing to the recent transformation
of their former role into something radically
different: what used to be transmitters of
learninq are now manipulators of a system of

knowledge and behaviour;

the lack of a theory underlying their methods
of research - if the term can be applied to

static and one-directional research when it

iS not open to constant progress in nUmerous
directions - the sine qua non of any research.

c. Factors of convergence

The truth is that the "new"' must not be sought
primarily in educational contentt- which is still, as it
always has been in educational practice, a mere instrument
differently employed at different times to achieve differing

ends. On the contrary, the "new" should be sought precisely
in those ends, which are no longer those of the traditional
school and have only today (at long last, And perhaps as a
result of the determination to explore the educational
process in greater depth) come to be taken.seriously.and
borne in mind as the process slowly and gradually draws
closer to them. Those ends all converge at one final
object: the education of the person and citizen, that is,

a political education (a political education being one that
provides a complete preparation in the polis or Organised
community, and hence covers all other educational objectives:
ecological, social, ethic,l. emotional, functional etc, with .

their various foundations and implications).

I. 0
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Ir a political education two. -phases can be distinguished:
I ,

the intellectual phase, that of first, exposur'e
to the structure bf problems and reasoning, which leads
first to an awareness of problems and clear definition
of them and later to the ability to solve-them as
we 1;

b. the socialising phase, that of co-operation and
co-management, which leads first to a grasp of the
concept of community and to responsible participation
in the process in which one is a protagonist,nand.
later to a more tangible participation in pnLdjects,
programmes and decisions within a democratic community.

Thus there is a time in which every individual learns
for himself (individualisation) and a time in which every
individual learns within his group.(socialisation).

At first glance, technology would appear not to form
part of a political education; it serves it, as it serves
every science, by providing tools with which to define
programmes, choices and decisions, in the same way as it
supplies the natural sciences with tools for controlling,
phenoMeria, eCOlogy with means of'directing phenomena
towards the surrounding structure established by the
'community, and education as a whole with means of improving
and controlling learning.

Introduction to communal life, acquisition of social
and emotional balance, and integration into an organised
community (one which obviously corresponds to the present
technological or technocratic society but remains to some
extent open to a relatively near although unforseeable
future):.these, as we shall see, are the mediate ends.
Which huve led almost all experimental schools to focus
their research, in various ways, on the theme of
communf,cation. It has been treated in terms of languages,
the interpretation of messages emanating from the mass
media and from nature and the environment, the anplication
of communication technioues, and experience with
relationships.

Co:rannication unites nnd catalyses every crucial
moment of social life and offers the best possibility for
adjusting human relations: it i2 therefore reasonable to-
suppose, research having begun with experiments involving
relations between humans the nroductn of hqman
inter-action, that the true dimensions of the school
at the community, social and political levels have now
been grasped. and the content to be embodied in the new-
school has been clearly determined.
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Case Studies

Communication technology: languages.and codes

(Biennio Unitario Sperimentale (BUS) (1), Reggio Emilia)

Description

The experimental group of Reggio Emilia has adopted
a scientific approach to communication. Starting from
the idea that the new educational technology shOuld employ
the widest possible range of communication languages, it
proposes to analyse a number of them and then explain the
social significance, function and power of each type of

communication. Within the wider theme of "man discovering
the world", the study of languages becomes a chapter in
the history of science, ie the history of man, his
development and his relations with other men and with the .

products of human inter-action (languages, behavioural
technologies, thought and behaviour patterns). Communication
thus takes on a scientific dimension and science a cultural
and social one.

... , ......
It would seem, from this emphasis ai-i-the-huffiaii---

presence in every facet of nature and history, showing how
people of different times and places have made similar
adjustments to a similar environment and focUsting on the
interdisciplinarity of problems, the true community of man
and the symbiotic relationships obtaining between different
peoples, that the project Was-claiming that a European
anthropology was a demonstrable hypothesis.

Objectives, background and development of the idea

Like almost all the other experimental courses, the

- BUS of Reggio Emilia hopes to make an original contribution ,

to the creation of a modernised design for secondary
education both system and curricula - in response to the
demands of society and new occupational profiles. It also
hopes to contribute to the formation of a new design for
human bein;s -endowed with open and scientific minds,
ca.pable of posing.problems, critical,inventive, and able
to invent valid cognitive, expressive and operational tools .

with which to interpret reality and communicate with others.

The problem of modernisation is not only political; it

is cultural as weil. If the motivation to solve it is to
remain ,::.trong, more will be required than the resources of .

sinE:Je subjects of study or the establishment of co-operation
within the schools: complementary inter-disciplinary
relations must be set up between the school, the educational
experiment and social reality.

(1) The "biennic unitario sperimentale" corresponds to the
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;:ware of the difficulty of co-ordinating thr.
elements of knowledge and behaviour offered by
world and its innumerable problems (Which appc
diinct and yet are always correlated and re, t
a -sinle substance) into one organic image of L.
the teachers at Reggio Emilia have sought a solution by
.n.lating all elements and problems to a single line.of
research.

As a body, they accordingly worked out a
multidisciplinary technique; this does not consist in
approehing a subject frOm every conceivable angle, .but
in king every subject to make a contribution that Will
help to throw light on some particular theme.

Methoti

The first step towards an tnterdisciplinary method
was t:',.)r every teacher to conqrJr his temptation to give
top priority to his own subjct and bury himself in his
spolal field.

From the view oint of teachin , interdisciplinari-ty
is ccnceived as:

ft. concerned with methods, not contentS, and to be
e:.:tended to the specific subject-matter of different
fields only when so required by an investigation of the
problems of a given subject (thus as a constant co-ordination
between teachers in relation to the single objective which:
impoos unity of object and method);

b. Lhe product of a group effort, calling for carefully,
pr'mmed teaching and investigation in many directions.

prom the viewpoint of the operative struCtures of'
tIvA;-ht or learning, it is composed of 1-1e) following:

a. 1.08ting of the reality already possessed by the pupil,onc; ,c:ntification of gaps in it, leading to psychological
.faction and cognitive tension, or stimulation for

IT h ;

b. Illdividualisation and definition of probleWil

:tery of an inductivo prooens of oimIorvation,
1;,ly.;!:1 and synthes10.

./.
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Content and organisation of the experiment

Predictably, work on the subject "mah discovering
the world" leads to problems which are common to many
fields (biology, human and economic geography, anthropology,
nociology, political science, history, history-of science,

art, literature). The subject is also Suitable for
treatment outside the classroom and can stimulate research
activities relating to nature, society, cultures and
sub-cultures and inter-relationships. At first it is
approached as a whole, then split into sections, the first
two being more closely connected with scientific education
and the next two with literary and artistic study.

The first section, "man asks", expresses human
anxiety throughout history; in a rapid survey
of .the centuries, science and history are closely
associated and an approach to cultural .

anthropology is made;

the second section, "science as an answer", is
intended to a rational view of nature, and
brings observation into play, along with tdxts
relating to scientific research;

the third section, "art as an answer", the search
is seen, on the contrary, as a lyric vision of
the world, supplemented by visits to monuments,
museums and exhibitions; pupils listen to music
and poetry, read literary and documentary texts,
view photographs, montages and recordings;

the fourth section, "religion as an answer",
deals with the fantastic and irrational
dimension as a response to man's existential
anxiety, and leads to an approach to psychology
and a few attempts at introspective analysis.

All the phases of this experiment cannot be condensed
into a few lines. However, the path followed by language
analysis deserves attention: an introduction to the
different symbolic codes, although general, ls presented
simultAneously A:J an object of learning and hence a new
element of kno'41edgc, and as a tool for facilitating
tntorporsonal v. lstionships at ovory mmont of ;;ocial lifo,

The research begins wlth linguistic, grammatical and
syntactical observations related to the study of the nationa1 .

larlIV0, and still in the context of that subject, moves on
to an analysis of literary language presented as a particular
type of :_anguage not g,overned by the law of exact correspondence
which chars.dterises ail other forms of communication.
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In literary language the relations between signs are more
important than their contents and, as in art, even imaginary
elements - in contrast to historical and biographical truthi
requiring faithful replication and logic - become functional.

In the same way, consideration is g1 o the
technical and ideological charactevisti- r)ther languages,
those of the sciences, mathematics, hf also'.makes
for a fuller understanding of those suL - of politics,
bureaucracy, technology and visual langua4; (which have
now come into social usage) - so that they too may be. read
and interpreted. Any form of language, like any ethnic
tongue, has grammatical and syntactical codes which
(especially the latter) give coherence and reality to its
discourse.

In opposition, however, to the well-known thesis Of
Chomsky (whose "communicative aptitude" means the mastery
of an ideal linguistic condition and a knowledge of the
basic laws of speech and inter-action of symbols), the
Emilia group appear to support the contention that grammar
and syntax can undoubtedly improve communication skiljs
but cannot be translated into an act of communication unless
associated.with social content, and unless, in formulating.
propositions, the "transmitters", "speakers" or "scriptors"
take into account certain elements of propriety, suitability
and.capacity for adaptation to the circumstance's in which
the message is transmitted, the implicit intentions of.the
message, the audience to which it is addressed and those
who may make use of it.

Possibly prompted by an ever more acute sense of the
need to do so, the Emilia group is concerned to explain
the meaning of the word communicate (to render known, to
shar,,, thoughts, ideas and feelings with mhoever is
listening), to go thrbugh the different systems of
communication (language, gesture, sign, symbol), isolate
the elements of,the act of communication (what is said, to
.whom it is said, and who actually doeS not perceive the
me:ioage), and look at the context in which messages are
tnInsmitted.

Mere is nothing surprising in the fact that a group
of teachers should seek to focus attention on the languages
in which communication takes place and their functions ip
society. The project of the teachers in Reggio Emilia

./
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must be the fruit of long experience in the school, of
frequent observation of the difficulties encountered by

pupils when they are called upon to interpret literary,
artistic, audio-visual or journalistic messages (for
which they are not, moreover, the audience intended by'
the authors of those messages) without assistance, and
of their experience of reactions in which their pupils
were the victims or the involuntary offen'-r in an era
in which they rust daily face np',' ,,ips within

the school, a and unaided.

Assessment

The following have made a positive contribution to
the success of this experiment:

the combined determination of teachers and
pupils;

the presence of a homogeneous group of
qualified teachers;

the epistemological approach (which gave
support to the interdiplinary work:);

the adoption of method.' Nhich had already
been tried out;

meetings with teacherL_Lrom other schools, to
exchange experience;

favourable condition offered by the premises.

In terms of the growing interest with which pupils
have followed the experiment, it may be called a success,
a1thouh not, of course, in ters of results which cannot
be judged after so short a

F.ven thouq:h n immediate .]-asment is possLole of
t;hi .,xp-r1ment has tica..11. new subject -Ir., strictly

tem., stnd adopt, rthods anu
howev,:r, v(!ry effort trditie,nal
expor_ce: and t_it2 unL1er1i opment of an cxperimental
and c: approach are pDc:,. elements.
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Mass'communication - the audio-visual message

(Biennio Unitario-Sperimentale (BUS), Rome)

Description

The experimental group in one Roman lycée is
approaching the subject of communication from an
essentially psychological point of view. Tt' aims to
interpret the audio-visual message thro,li its structure,
which is just as complex as that of wrii.ten language and
has a no less persuasive rhetoric. The originality of
the experiment lies in a gradual and almost imperceptible
narrowing and deepening, with the result that the message
is interiorised by the subject analysing it.

At first glance this experimeht would seem to be
centrally concerned with the the7e of r,ss commication
(reading and interpretation of s .11 rn,f.. moving images in
press, hoardings, films, televisa e.,:tc), but tr. reality
it embraces many socio-psycholog A.2-ects of
communication, by virtue of the

image interpretation tak,=.- jiiace in grouPs which'
are sharing a common exp..IrLLce (every instant
is thus an opportunity for E.hange of opinion
.and evaluation, agreemi-Jat discord between
memberE, and accordingly pro.,;;ILdes favourable
conditl_a.ns for increasd szbialisation);

the teacher is also pr.nt r1ng the'experience;
he is an active partic irt azI the investigation
and stands in a new re,HT:izns,ip to the pupils,
based on acceptance an for their opinion
and personalities rathc- .)r) on authority and
cultural superiority;

the pupil is no longer ,s'x,d to perform an
external reading and i, tation of the image
presented to him, but it within himself,
to become aware of himself r his own inner
structure, of what has bc-f7,,r ctng place inside
himself in the past and in present -
in short, to communloRte his "self".
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--!.mc)und and development of the idea. Objectives

A course in the language of still or moving pictures
coul,:l form part of theadditional activities programme
which, in the modernised secondary education, will
supplement the compulsory and optional courses.- The course

of4red to pupils in the "Biennio Unitario" as one of
Leveral, and was freely chosen by them.

It is inaccurate to speak of an introductory education
in the language of images, for the,reception of audio-visual
messages, even wholly unstructured, begins in early
childhood. Using appropriate stimulation technique's,
however, the experimental group in Rome wanted to quicken
and intensify a process which is by nature endogenous,
supplying the needed help and guidance to promote both an
awExcness of personal interpretation patterns and, at the
same irne, psychological maturity and a keener critical
faculty.

Contents, methods and organisation .of the experiment

The programme is divided into two periods, scien-tifiCally
and from the viewpoint of method as well as chronologically.

1. At first only still pictures are uSed,. so that the group
can all analyse the same photograph at the same time. The
"iconic" phenOmenon of communication has been observed: the,
s'ins resemble the object being represented or signified,
but in three-dimensional representation and in perspective
it is seen to possess its own symbolic code;

2. Then, turning to moving images, the experiment entered .

the field of the psychology of perception and representation
as an interiorised imitation of the outside world; from
there it pased on to an investigation of the origin or
thought. The study made some use of the psychology of
Flaet and the psychoanalytical theories of Freud and Kohler,
a! well a.:; to behaviourism (in so far as that approach seeks
Lo reconstruct the itinerary followed in progressing from
tht2 t:10ula rasa of the newborn child to the "complex painting"

:,he world created by the adult).

eourse givon to tw-) .2-'oups of 20 pupil:3 each
:ire ano uLc.nL yer si 2 the "Dionnio unitario";

t.::e In the l'oup were .14 :And those in thc second'
(t.hore a Crw 16- Hld 1Y-yer olu:J from the

"Trlhn:a" eohre).

/
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It was run by a literature teacher, new to both classes
.

acting as socio-cultural animateur and mediator between the
instrument of communication and the pupils, and a technical
assistant versed in the Use of audio-visual equipment. On
several occasions in the course of the experiment, however,
other teachers-were-called'in'to providean'appreabh'to' the
human sciences to help with the study of the forms and
spatial positions of figures.

.Assessment

a.: Bio-psychological comparison and general effects
Pupils attained varying degrees of maturity; with

regard to the rationalisation of interpretative StruCtures'
of images in particular, there was a marked difference

4 between the 14- and 15-year old groups, but no difference
between the latter and the few 16- and 17-year olds in
their group.

b. Effectiveness of aL- o-visual aids and educational
attainments

By establishing a connection between the world of
images,the senses and speech itself, the audio-visuai aid
is implicated in several'sensory routes during the learning
phase, and has a positive influence upon it.'

Gradual progress was observed during the experiment,
in the following areas:

the ability to distinguish between different
types of image with increasing rapidity;

the gradual transition from observation and
description to reasoning and criticism;

eventual progress beyond superficial and total
judgements;

use of increasingly appropriate terminology to
discuss images;

increasing awareL,ess of personal sensations and
reactions;

a change in the --ode of judgement (highly
personalised at '.ne outset) and definition cf
uniform guidelis for interpretation.
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c. Personal relations and socialising effects

The young people shared a group experience in pursuit

of a definite objective; comparing their views with those
of others, receiving and emitting stimuli, learning and.
'-'ttaChing;'evaluating'other&Dnd themaelves.--The interest
of t'e work lay in the multiplicity of interpretations

J11 the .7,mo.::.nhe're of healthy democratic

pluralism in wn:11:1 discussi:ns took place.

d. Transfer and carry-over effects

The techers in certain classes observed a poSitive
result from this study in their own special fields:

lanuaGe: greater ease of expression and a.
richer and more specific Vocabulary;

art: increased ability to analyse;

natural sciences: use of visual information;

chemistry: new interest in developing and
printing photographs;

mathematics: a more precise aPproach to problems;

physicS: mastery of questions of optics and

electricity;

behaviour: more definite ability to communicate.

Conclosions

As this type of course will remain a freely elected
additiona,l activity, or at :ost be used as a support for
some other educational act, it will presumably be possible
to maintain the eLthusiasm typical of non-cOmpulsory work,
and tJ arouse as much interest in future as was displayed
by tH Roman clases throu3tout the experiment.

'3 (1
4., I

/
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Communication in the environment:

the messages of,phenomen

c UNitnxto'Sperimentale" (BUS);,= Milan)

Descr. ption

The experiental group in Milan approached the theme
of cmmunica:in from the veiwpoint of ecology; research
carried out nature (analysis of pollution) and human

.

communities nquiries conducted locally and elsewhere
in the city) to an understanding that a world founded
on communicat_m and co-operation was one of the
conditions foi the survival of humans and social groups.

The Mila.. project began with the idea that the word
tt environment" eant more than wodds, fields, sea, nature
in its origih_l condition, and more even than the city:
it also meant mechanised nature, ie the electrical plant,
ga.7, radio, crlema, and airplanes produced by man. It
mu,t include .c)t only things, but such phenomena as the
pe7.Jlation inoreasc, food production, over-production,
ti. (-!x.haustion of resources, pollution. In short, the
"human environment" includes everything around us and
ovrythin which is produced, developing, and being
expressed around us. All these phenomena speak to us,
tran3m1t messages which we must interpret, present problems
cal]ift; for thought and a search for solutions. As a
suit, they also act as mass-communication transmitters
meia provided by the action of nature or man, and a

r,ialocticai relationship must be established with them.

w.n it is shown now.the man-nature and
fironent inter-action inevitably leads to man's

lationship with other men, the ecological problem
politior.1-dimension, ne, it is

humn r:cim,:r.Lcation which i;*; called upon t) produce the
of HI.Ltn.-J.e conducive to a bette world.

Re.., T he choict::: arH eL

/1:: of 1,(-11-ile intek.:;ral f the
tJ.. ::: en, t i BN. C k1) ccc) !

'.7-rt, "

,

. Leh can n2.1.crii7.1

purposi.'s,

th. Qnvirslar,-nt and
..)f their Ult,.,rd,,7:vfndence were, in .::oncrete

pro. ... a mor I.nd shared awaren,-.:ss of
rcxy brinF7in about a rom,',Dna,.:le

.17ement a onvirclilment, to stimulate an ;It.',.itude of

2 1
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criticism and even protest with regard to the dangers
cf manipulation and subservience, and to establish that
the present determination to revive ethical values is
maningless unless it flows from a social effort,

1),:.ve1opment of the idea

Environmental studies were introduced as an
inter-dizciplinary project.

The idea was developed in class councils, in which .

t'ne pupils took part, after being offered the opportunity
tp propose other projects. The procedure was as.follows:

a, a sphere of common interest was defined, within which
the project must be designed;

b. 'the place this type of work would occupy, in relation
to the regular curriculum, was defined;

C. a general programme was worked out;

d. the class, calendar and timetable were adjusted.-

This was followed by a period of study and discussion,
with class representatives taking part,'leading to the
following decisions:

a. the theme of pollution was chosen by-the majority; it
would not be treated in abstract terms but in reference to
reality and the city of Milan in particular, and by means
of an on-going relationship with the environmpn,t;

b. 4 fternoons a week would be set aside for research,
Ind certain number of morning-lessons as well, to
provide a background, for the'-research;

c. the interdisciplinary work was set up along lines
corresponding roughly to the two main sub-divisions of the

socondary education course: a scientific and tec!inological
.Avision and a socio-historical division. The language and
expression courses are common to both;

d. ;;c)ttinf,!.. up the project led to a few changes in class
%.,3 working groups were formed to situate the.

prebLef:i ()C pollution within a wider framework:

man and nature,

man in the city,

and human relations.

'2, 2
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Methods

The classroom lesson was replaced by research and
direct control of the_material studied.

The following instruments of research werp used:

reading, which supplied preliminary scientific
and historical information needed to situata
problems exactly;

observation, .of clearly-defined situations 'and
objects, static or moving,.or of behaviours -
that iS, individual3in action;

interview, which was primarily intended.to probe
centres of interest, opinions and judgements.

Contents and organisation of research

The choice of pollution as the theme for resaarch.was
treated as of secondary importance and.did not restrict
the field.of enquiry, on the ground that all.problems of'
concern to people belonged to a single reality and had a:
bearing on one another. Thus, beginning With poliution.,'.
the group moved out to look at all the .key questions-

'affecting humans: food, consumer affairs, use of resources,.over-production, health, preventive medicine, social'
prophylaxis, protection of employment, accident prevention,
tbwn planning, emigration, road traffic, mass commUnidationsetc.

The group in the scientific and technological division
concentrated on phenomena more closely bound to nature,
and isolated the major causes of air, water and Soil.,
pollution and their harmful effects on humans and.ecosystems,
paying special atterition to the disruption of biological
equilibria and their effects on crops and stock-Taising.
The group then made a careful survey of 'reclamation systems;they were encouraged to look for every possible form of .

defence rather than succumb to fears of catastrophe. .They,also observed that.a polluted and noxious environment wasnot the only one, and that a nature filled with colour andsound also existed. The broblem of ecology involved
ensbry stimuli and a feeling for nature as well: savouringthe beauty of a landscape, beyond any thought for the

dangers or advantages itmay contain from the human point
of view, is a means of safeguarding the senses and emotions
against sterility, deformation and atrophy.

2,3
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The st!Jdy of the natural environment, involving the
teaching of biology, ah_e.mistry, physics, economic and
human geography and art, led to the following conclusions: .

rather than indicting ,technology, we should transform our
attitude towards nature and re-establish a fresh mutual
relationship with it, combining socio-economic,
bio-psychological, aesthetic and cultural interests.

The group in the socio-historical division looked at
phenomena more closely related to the individual, groups,
and interpersonal relations. Transposed into an urban
setting, the problem of pollution took on a dimension that
was at once social and ethical. The young people began.,
their enquiries in the different districts of the city
(each in a district of his choice) and looked at their .

most significant elements: dwellings, streets, schools,
-building-sites, welfare facilities, shops, leisure
gathering-places etc.- By communicatingwith the
environment they were able to set up.comparisons between .

the privileged industrial and tourist areas and the
deprived districts of slum and hovel. Sharp observation
revealed the precarity of the situation in some areas: no
gardens or parks, poor-quality dwellings, failure to-comply.
with health and safety rules. Group discussion of reports
brought problems into clearer focus, altered'personal
interpretations, and expanded conclusions.

After the observation period, the group moved on to'

interviews, which provided 'another opportunity to think
about the problems of unemployment, poverty, loneliness,
and frustration, and to acquire a more realistic attitude
towards the environment, in terms of both interpretation
and action.

Comments on method

The interview might be an excellent tool for the
interpretation Of realities if it were not impeded by
problems of unsatisfactory communication resulting from
the individual's instinctive reluctance to speak out
combined with the youth of the interviewers, who had no
idea how to proceed. To avoid this kind of reluctance,
whatever its source, the following are recommended:

1. the interviewer should not be a total stranger to

t-,he interviewee;

2. the interview should be arranged in advance and
the interviewee's consent to this form of co-operation
shoold be obtained;

2 t
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3. an outline of the subjects to be coVered in the Course
of the meeting should be prepared ahead of time, but not'.
in the form of specific questions, and the meeting should
be a relaxed, friendly and fruitful conversation, not a
third-degree grilling;

4. the interviewer should respect the privacy of the'
person he is talking to, unless he is someone of the same .

age and in a mood for confiding;

5. the interview should be seen as an exercise in
communication, more thah a piece of scientific research.
In this type of interpersonal relationship the.probleM of
communication becomes central, as both parties are employing
language at the level of emotional implication as well as
that of conceptual meaning.

Assessment

The interdisciplinary approach based on a graduated
method stimulating to both intellect and sensitivity .

produced effective co-ordination in respect of the following:

the-personality of the pupil (Which. should develop
in a well-balanced fashion),

culture (which was presented as an organic whole,
not as separate units),

method (which was based oh a unified approach to
observationireasoning and expression),

the school community (which worked in a spirit of
uninterrupted and harmonious co-operation).

The,technique of participation enabled pupils to'be
present during the learning phase, to feel the joy of
diz;covery and become aware of their own share in the
historical and social processes, and helped to give them
lastinix knowledge and a real, concrete civic education.

Environment research is not a novelty, for the school;
in the past, however, a problem of ecology such as pollution
was viewed as a centre of interest capable of leading to.
many interdisciplinary references and developing an
understanding of the need to preserve the structure of the
environment, whereas here pollution was presented as an
ordinary subject of research, liable to constant change
in accordance with the many messages coming from the outside
world which, although part of life would not have been
received, and possibly gone quite unnoticed, without this
positive movement toWards them.

2 5
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In the messages transmitted.by the environment:the.
young people were encouraged to find the age7old human .

activities of which they are the heirs, an adult experience.,
a discovery of themselveS, and an intimation of the
struggle that lies ahead for them in the creation of a
better world.
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experimental group decided tc incorporate a socio-political
objedtive, ie to.accustom the pupils to live and work
together and become actively involved in running the
school within the.educational community, with:a view to
their future integration into a larger democratic society.

In reaching their decisiOn to use group work techniques
in class councils, the Lombard teachers:

became aware of themselves as a group.and of their
educational effectiveness as a group, which was
greater than when they worked singly, as experts
in separate subjects;

realised that there was no way for them to
become effective group leaders except by mastering
group techniques themselves;

came to see communication as bilateral, not
confined to the teaching-learning relationship
but extending to every other type of relationship:
between pupils, between teachers, between teachers
and pupils and between the school and socie-y.

Their experiment in.the communal manageMent* of the
school, in pursuance of DPR No 416 of 1974, consisted in
exploring group work at different levels (organisation.,

.
methods, emotional involvement) and in working out new-roles,
relationships and model school communities.

Structure of tYe school community

The structure of the four Lombard centres differs in
a few respects from that laid down in DPR No 416, either
because they began to experiment before .the. decree, came
into effect or ',ecause those few years of experience led.

the centres to make certain gradual changes in the structure'
of the collegiate bodies. More important than the structural
adjustments, however, were the criteria underlying their
research in education and management, which led to the
adoption of specific positions: the assignment of tasks and
responsibilities to everyone involved with.the school
(pupils, parents and teachers) and the ensured extension of
participation to local bodies and all forces of society...

Org.anisation of the experiment

At the outset, the group announced that it would be
managed independently, and undertook to replace authority
by participation in the form ol an assembly with pupils
and parents. This anti-authority position went hand in.

2 8
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hand with a gradual isolation of the experiment. Within
the community chaos reigned: the young people, faced
overnight with adult problems and responsibilities,
reacted more destructively than positively: parents either
failed to attend asSemblies or came only to foment protest;
and teachers were suspicious of any form of authority and
could hardly tolerate a moderator at assembLies, with the
result that everybody took decisions and nobody carried
them out. The pupils' work suffered, because there 'was
no longer any reason why they should do it; for them the
only reminder of reality lay in the prospect of the

-:3-year course, still organised on traditional lines, which'
they would enter at the end of this experimental 2-year
programme.

Once this inevitable period of disintegration was
over, the experimental centres realised that group work
could be productive only if its motivations, action and
the assessment of its results were subjected to some

.

reality external to itself. The problem then became to
find this reality, which must replace the one previously
represented by the school authority; ultimately, the idea
emerged of referring work to the evaluation, judgement and
criticism of an authentic interlocutor: the local population.
The acceptance of this addressee-judge, the recognition of
its presence and structuring function, soon led to acceptance
of internal authority and the distribution and assumption of
responsibilities.

Thanks to the creation of direct communication With .

the social forces at work in the town, communication
gradually became the peak and decisive element in both
the educational aspect of the experiment and the communal
management scheme; work done in school was no longer an
experience confined to the members of a group, but became
a fact whose results could be measured and assessed'.

Content

The Lombard experimental group decided that the
experiment should cover all three areas in the secondary
reform plan:

common basic course,

optional subjects, and

additional free activities,

2 9
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3 the most appropria ,,. eans of communicating
with t.::e ,tside world? The que.lon is irrelevazT;; it
might newspaper about schoo_ _ife or-culture a

theatric performance, the findts of .a piece
research, or the printed or stenc:iled presentatim of
the results of a survey carried in the town. Whatever'
the work, it will always be done by a group in which each
person will make some contribution, no one will be the
protagonist, and all will be on the same level and equally
essential - just as in life, anyone performing a.function,
however lofty or humble, is essential and all will be
equally responsible for the final product. Knowing the
audience for whom their message is intended, the young
people found motivation for study, research, the Woring.
out of hypotheses and solving of problems, and everyone
tried to say something useful. Reference to;the outside
audience became a continuous source of ,stimulation,
creativity and initiative.

Methods

As said before, preference wasgiven to the
interdisciplinary research project as a teaching method.
Since the subjects of research were problems of human
relations, inter-personal relationships, institutions
set up to perform particular functions and individuals
invested with particular roles and powers,-the.approach
inevitably involvede socio-political aspect. Subject
choices were guided by teachers when pupils were strongly
motivated. The objective was clearly.defined and its
achievement organically planned.. Although the group still
shows a tendency to emphasise some particular subject,
exert undue influence on choices, and adopt a consistently
scientific approach towards the organisation of work whibh
is closer to an adult mentality than to that of the pupils,
all the teachers have. tried to adapt to the new democratic
forms and all are convinced of the need for pupils to
regain creativity and spontaneity.,

3 0
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Notes on cost

93 teachers took part in thL rx.p,,-:-'1)ent; 48 were
seconded from other schools and -, appointed as
assistants by the Director of
Institute to which the centres a .hed. _

Total expenditure was as fc-

lire 79,046,638 fc ,-11:_ag staff

7,100,000 fc.r -_iag aids, technical
an ,...lat_fic equipment and
la:

18,700,000 for .a.u._Laries (canteen,
tra_:-9-t, textbooks).

Assessment

When pupils move from "Bienn: TO "Triennio" theyreturn to a course which is still nised along
traditional lines, or in the earliu stages of modefmisation;it is accordingly impossible to varLfy the results of the
experiment in the upper course. FLunnermore objectivecriteria for verification of results in terms of goals havestill to be defined, for the overaj7 izaneral anf vocational
education plans are'still uncertain-

This being the case, there remaly the Intrinsic
criteria for evaluation of the educl effort.; theLombard experimental group has inve.etfgaLed these at length,although it is not completely satisfied with the results.

Teachers and pupils co-operate at everY phase inplanning and supervising both group work and individual.
progress in relation to the pupil's inLtial situation;
progress is recorded on individual cbservation cards.

Leaving aside the lack of external testing criteria,the work has in any case become. more firmly oriented..

31
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Informationand data arocessing

."Triennio" of t'ne TechnLcal Institutes)

Dev- .Doent of the idea - objectives

Data processing is the only new element whose
irnroduction into the present school system has produced
a :-L.;; field of study - and even then in a very limited
areL involving only a few sections of the technical .

imi7Jitutes.

The ministry-of education received.various requests
fror: industry relating directly to the vocational field
and =he demand for qualified staff to co-operate in teams
in computer centres. The ministry decree'of.28 January 1972
instituted a new "branch of specialisation for public and
commercial accountants and programmers" in commercial
technical institutes and a new "branch of specialisation
for data processing" in industrial technical institutes.
The teaching of data processing on a very limited timetable
has also been introduced in the fourth and fifth years in
vo:ational institutes, previously established by an
Act No 754 of 27 October 1969, to supplement the regular
3- and 4-year courses in preparation for the propased 5-year
secondary reform programme.

The motivation and objectives here are thus distinctly
vocational: the training of cadres, and partiCularly
specialists or the technical-commercial and technical-
industrial sectors.

Contents and organisation

a. The accountants', commercial experts' and prograMmers'
sections emphasise "management and administration" subjects
and have handled the programme smoothly by adopting a system
of combined instruction in the special subjects of the
commercial sector .(political economics, finance; economic
statistics, mathematics, probability calculus and statisticS)

-,gad in Specialised fields (accounting and technique,
applications of accounting and calculating machines, automatic
processing of data). In the final (fifth) year, exercises
in programming, compiling and proving refer to programmes
carried out during the previous 2 years, which occur'at'....

regular intervals and include trips to electronic centres.
Results were satisfactory, in that pupils prcved adequately
prepared to solve organisation and management problems.'

3 2
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b. The indu:3trial techni::.ans' sections init L. lly intended
tc concentrate on technical and :onstructive as:ects,
taz-ms of the profile of-a thritzal expert in the prcz:ratting
of industrial processes ;. later, for various reasons -izt
Least of which was the larE-and persistant demand fer
personnel emanating from ths administrative sector - they
decided to ally themselves more closely with the appraach
followed by the technical-cnmmarcial.institutes. As a.
result, the specialisations and very configuration of this
course have become blurred.

Material for the automatic Drocessing of information

In April 1974 and June 1975 the ministry of education
made a survey on the distribution and use of computers with
a view to obtaining a foundation for a more organic
employment structure. This produced the following results:

1. distribution

technical-commercial institutes: 86%

technical-industrial institutes: 34%

vocational institutes : 14%

all other schools

2. use

digital computers

analog computers

time-sharing and
desk-top computers

: in- teaching and runninz
the school

in proces:: simulation_

uses ve,17 lint:tad for
educat purposes

Assessment

From.the legal viewpoint: tta absence of a. legal status
and salary scale has complicated the appointment of a
director for a computer centre and the hiring and 'payment of
programmers and operators having specific skills, and led
most qualified people to move into the private sector.

3 3
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7r(x:, the eaterience in e7.22:.

ar:11. of nation:-__ activi-y has that automat-Li .

pr_J._ssing doer pt deve_op unissi persoL are

avLtble locaLl : .otherise, ;--.ense in time

mony reaches ,_:,.n.oreseeable pro:.---Ln-s, and small
comters remain virtuall:: the

From the vi;:wpoint of staf: -c.ne training of

teachers has ber found inadequ. at both teChnica._ and
pedagogical leveis. Thus far .Thitial and in-servi
training in data processing ha provided by ,He
Organiation for. the Preparatin Llf Teachers (OPPI and.

Centre for t.r.lucational Innovati-sn OnCe data
processing enters the life of the school, however,,
computers will plainly require far mare attention in all
in-service training.

From the viewpoint of use and =of:it: in 70 technical
schools computers were used only for specific teaching
purposes and virtually np use was made of CAI anc=
systems or logic laboratorieE;. The tupils, as programmers.'
but not users, were unable to eapleit the fuil educational
potential of the computer, in the cultiTTition of
organised thought, symbol :Liscp7,ary of structures
and relationships, and aptitia.le for reas7_zing. Whatever .

qualitative progress has bean observed d-a-rives frtm the
fact that the introduction sf any new e_lment in an
enrichment, or at least a ftrataste of a_zew E.act of
learning.

From the viewpoint of tille elavironma=t: .at 1-'7"st the

computer sections, insel.---d_f=t-o: stnictures
which had no interest in thE 7-=',Liiem of data,zretessing,
remained isolated. Th towards a new awareneSs
came when other areas of ;e:::...z.tc2aL edci. 1.-..irnat their
attention to the comm..iter ano thised ±aw nin heLa it .

could give in solvin7 urgent .......:71Lnisat:Itnaa -.problems.

The steady rise in the. quaIft: _:Jf computer :aantres aroused
interest in the outside worili_ all:though. 7-,h'is been
equally true of all the ins-7.ftuns iniolvei. in .tia-Lehing

data processing.

From the viewpoint of oupi_Ls' interest: once -pJ:pils

were removed ,from the machine trEey were observed tc lose,
their initiaLenthusiasm for daala processing, because
their attentidn had been captured by the machine
rather than t.iTe field of study associated with it. For
that reason pupils shoL:ld he introduced to the science of
information treatment tefore ooming tc grIps th the
computer itself.
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of :his experiment ?las shown L]s,abilf-.72.7
the principles of tenical ed:-?att as the .

tO processing c'..n provide an solution
of organiz:ation, administratitz_. training

has also pPen examined as a wie in
the following:

seon,Lz_ry educatin reform,

t;he prospects offered by the enabLin decrees,

experimentation.

reirards the secondary education reform

One .p..)jective of the reform which has been accepted byal' denocratic political forces is the eli7fnatic.)n of thedi created by private 2bnei
.... of specialisedwN_h provide a basib and favoursn de'Telopment. Whatever the. new ,ondary school,nc

te, i Ic certain that specialised tra _ng in .it willbe f=cle,:i up,:n a more comprehensive basic __L.Ication.Elol7en:ary da7a processing itsalf, that is, generalfamiliriy with the three dimensions o iece ofinformlon (information, education, e' luator), S!'n-cluldbe one of the subjects in the .a_bri,ouls.2:7 cu-2_?1-ou1=, whichcan thn be enlarged upon and :dtudte-LL grJater depth on.
. a --.untary ais; as a specia:Lised =_2se, it should alspcluded the options section.

real--::s the enabling decTees

.ett in motion a rat'ical moderniation designedto once a :Jore democratic
education-and-society, thesehave -2aised many problems of organisation andadn:Eni.nhr:ioa. Communal managemen-, must be established,nno many different organiat:ns aJad necessitatinga -2 stan'6 flJw of information, ohU6 The formation ofa a J;;-i.o:,al fcna bank. Furthe=c.r_ toe toxts have extendedadn-.Lr[irativ autonomy - to be a prerzgativeof -Lc2 7--e&nioai, vocational alif 2,rt:: sectors - on theentirb cheoI system.. New manery will be need5-d toprovide satisfactory technical solutions to the problemofadjusin6 Iman and other rest;urces tr) this new autonomyin cci:;ion. administration and firmnne. The most

p1H.:2-Lat,e system would appear to be based on t'ne folloWing:

3 5
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a. cr %! t:LJn of more extenive computer centres,

b. terminal linkage of schools and other organisations
interested in the eentres,

c. connection of regional units to a central e.=buter.

Wiuh such a system, well-equipped centres culd be
established and the available human resources caacentrated;
information and control requi.rements could be r_7et, and the
electronic computer could be used in teaching, 7:::21ning

and refresher courses. Ensured uniformity of -71;77;cedure

would simplify administrative operations in individual
schools, financial resources could be rationally teployed
and the system would constitute a step in the fire2tian

of organition.

3. As regards experimentation

A number of technical education centres ha-.re ben
selected throughout the country, their resources:
been increased, and it -.L.7 planned to link them by te:rminaL
to different schools in their regions. They will r_e-ased

for a series of experiments relating either to tea'avLag

or the :,utomation of administrative sarviceS. BudTet and
salary :,1.rrangements have already been .thade; mattea of
inventory, secretariat, library etc are in the -c.qming
or drafting stages. Teacher training Programmee .arza alac
under way, by means of coUrses in the teehnical ciLtute
computer centres; some of these should lead to taaating
experiments in basic data processing. Experiments have
also been put in hand in some schools.

The establishment of an automatic data prcsaaing
system capable of meeting the demands of tea::h.'ia and

education will require full exploitation of :L11

experienoe now being acquired by schools.

3 6
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ca=unica7:i'Dn

h.'ch have tackled the theme of
fy,77.,T the. point of vie*:! are

few ceen.
Thc: might have done so but

the:: (:ij. cy computers in v,eaching
Leen ..cwed to use computers in

invehtio::: of algorithms, and work with
the technological innovation,

to laken place only on paper; one
re;:.5h L. 11a- so :ew teachers have been equipped
to :he new _anaL:.es, but another and more

.imporant that -he imitations and inadequacies of-
'educa'Lfcn' ve been brought to light by
the ve;y:i. p:;t)le iiho ere Litia1ly most enthusiastic aboutthm. le-:.rninF: cannot be readily introduced
LAto ival preetice ,;ecause there are not enough

avJ..;.ilible in the various subjects
:A.hd aca:lemic 'eveis. Those who have managed
to tech_iques have preferred to use

:h individualised teaching,-eg

, which in recent years has
, e of specialised use, has proved

to be cuthhersc:ne instrument unsuitable for
. ti.lres, expressions and other e:ktra-.or
para-iii.;tio elements capable of inciting the pupil to
leJ-_!.rn or him into a trulprocess of communication

oC etional involvement. Similarly, where
are concerned (now supplemented by
isic,1-1elevision cameras and video-i

c Z:ransmi'ssiofl has been found to
i.mporlice. because the educational
Io;.7;on iee in the programmes, contents
J.course. end it is these which need to

T--ruthof: the matter is-that the machine5
the matrial. that -.0ring, them alive

uo them. In the end, althou.;,Th

:.1.vances have limitless power and the
mohj.:1 -point the way to the- safeguard
of and ("1-.1znt:, ia a society determined to
rcl,v won,: towards humanitarian ends,
what Ye cio, hot machines; this will be the
roa:. yout'n of future generations.
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After this account of work in communication and
the lanuages in .which ittakes place, mass communication..
ana the communication of phenomena, communication within
the school community and that between school and society,
and communication with others and with oneself, it remains
to say a mord about one other form of comMunication, that'.
extremely delicate relationship (the pivot of all learning)
between teacher and pupils.

As we know, education is a form of two-way
communication. On one side there is the teacher who
transmits information, arouses interest, develops
capacities, assists in structuring intelligence an6moulds
the young person with affection; on the other, the person
who learns, exhibiting features of maturity and developing'
responses. Teaching initiates learning, learning-completes
teaching. To establish a relationship ih which.learning:
can take place, teaching must not be an empty mOnelogue;
it entails a constant awareness of What is actually being
transmitted, and a constant check. In this connection,
the theory of information and cybernetics offers a good
model for feedback. The teacher communicates more than
information: advice, suggestions, and responses to.
expectations, demands and aspirations - even.when .

unexpressed and unconscious - which he must_striVe_to
understand and bring to light. This asPect of his work
cannot be replaced by any technology. Educational
technology is one thing, and the technique of educating,
or the science of teaching, is another.. ....... .

This brings us to the problem of training teachers,
both before and during service. An innovation was made
in this field by DPR No 417 of 31 May 1974, on the legal.
status of teachers; it established a new basis for the
recruitment of teachers by instituting course in theory.
and practice, between the written and oral examinations'.
in competitions for teaching jobs, designed to assess
vocational preparation and personal aptitude. This is
a first step towards a structure reseMbling that put
forward in the 1972 James reports, entailing a comprehensive
training system in which recruitment and continuous further
training were integral parts. Further provisions relating
.to in-service training are contained in Decree No 419 on
experimentation, educational research and the further
training of teacherS-.

A teacher needs more than a knowledge of his subject
and some elementary notions of teaching techniques or the
use of modern technological instruments. In addition to .

innate stability and common sense, 'he must also have
aptitudes and feelings which he can acquire only through
a relationship ofibemotional involvement with the pupils.
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In this respect, both university and teacher training
and refresher-coursesetherin theory or practice, are.
useless. There is talk of setting-Up-teacher-training--
centres; but who will.we.get to teach the teachers? In
our opinion, the-best people to teach teachers are pupils.
Teacher training takes place in the classroom,_just as a
surgeon learns in the operating theatre and the barrister
at the bar. And if he has not learned at the end of a
year or two, he probably never will. That is why there
are poor teachers, poor surgeons and mediocre barristers.

Teaching others becomes a process of teaching oneself,
for in every young person to be educated the'teacher.can
find large parts of himself, and can recognise, judge and
amend them. Educating others may be psycho-analytical,
but it is also educating oneself. The teacher need only
'listen without nrejudice, resistance or rebellion, to the
languages of young people (which are of necessity immature;,
partial or even provocative), consent to join in a dialogue,
put himself on the same level as his. pupils - and not only
because he wants to appear approachable and to understand,
but so that he can transform himself in a process of
continual self-education.

With regard to the teacher-pupil relationship, the
,

point of departure for a new education hould not be the
transformation and perfecting of resources and methods,_
as much as the inner transformations performed by the

.

_teacher-sincerely and with application, in' his-search for
ever deeper and more human self-fulfilment.

3 9
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Summary ancr: .sonclusion

It would require a:_total mastery of the art°Of--"7-
communicating to condense a vivid description of empirical
creative processes into a few words without eliminating
information necessary for affective repreentation and-
correct interpretation of results, and witfnaut making
generalisations about particular and even atypical
situations. In view of the variety af 1.±.ncies, demands,
motivations and contexts, the cases deszr:-.bed here would
not seem to offer any basis for generaItion, possibly.
not even at the level of this one count717

Innovations have tended mainly to result from the
search for new arrangements and struct-zres at the.upper
secondary level; and this has quite mat:a:rally concentrated
on.the "Biennio Unitaric" which is il7a first phase.

In seeking to solve the special I.J_Jblams of basic
education and guidance of the BUS, thie emperimental
schools have paid little heed to content:. The chief
innovation has been a change in objectives and in.the'

school's relationship to society, prrl = determined effort
to forge ahead without losing sight of these aiMs.

We have tried to bring the five eimeriments together
on the basis_of One element which is common to them all;
thi iAiödidppear to be the theme of communication, same
aspect of which arises in every instame.

he elements they have and do nnt 'nave in common may
be diagrammed as follows:

4 0
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The main features common to all experiments are
the following:

1. new organisation of studies implying the cb-operation
of all teachers in a communal effort;

2. active participation of pupils in teaching as well
as learning and in running the school;

3. experimental control of teaching-learning processes.

The essential elements in the new organisation of
studies were the human and social sciences, not added to
curricula as new subjects to be treated in abstract and
theoretical terms, but as the foundation for the new
interdisciplinary approach, as means of learning about
human nature and society, and as tools for the observation,
analysis and evaluation of:

a. the development and diversity of economic, social,
political and cultural processes (human and economic
geography,tsociology, history, political science);

b. problems of personality, intellectual growth,
inter-personal relationships (bio-psychologicarsciences,
anthropology, social psychology).

Thus education is viewed as a scientific attitude in
a Calilean sense, and in this respect it is a political
education.

Pupil participation in the teaching and learning
processes took the form of research (which replaced the
lecture-lesson), collecting and arranging information,
planning and carrying out surveys and reporting back, to

groups for coMparison, discussion or evaluation. Governtent
participation in the school lay in the possibility for
mpresentatives to sit on collegiate bodies.

The experimental control of learning was seen not as
taking place after the experiment but as a fundamental
part of it, and involved a series of measures designed to
improve the quality of each phase of work: among the
teachers, by adjusting plans and devising supportive
action; and among the pupils, by accepting their limitation:3,
striving to extend them, becoming aware of personal
contributions, and constantly moving back into the grouP.

4 3
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,aorne,,,the experimentation which has begun in he
first 2 years ofthe 5eyear secondary course involves
something which is still a preparation for a traditional
3-year course, and .the contradiction inherent in this
has often compelled experimenters to moderate their
initiative, become self-enclosed, and inhibit the
MederniSatiOn-of contents, methods and approach. Other
substantial difficulties arise from the prevailing
vagueness of the underlying objectives of the new
secondary education, the education-vocation relationship,
the connections between curricull in the 2 main sections
(common case and optional), the obtention of school-
leaving diplomas, and their value in the working world..

The introduction of new elements of knlwledge and
behaviour also encounters psychological obstacles or .

ones arising from the institutional and social context.
The fact that the new elements have been first tried oUt
in.experimental schools means that neither their transfer
to a wider centext nor even their survival is ensured..

An mosphere ofesUspicion, insecurity and oonservatism
continue to reign outside the school (and soMetimeS-Within
it); for example, the fact that anyone can still be debating
the problems of timetabling shows the persistanee of old
ways of thinking, and of the now obsolete idea that the
principal variable in the "matetico" process (that is, the
teacning7iparning process) istime.rather than the result
obtained, which is dependent upon events in an internal
process and is a psychological variable.

But it is one thing to talk about obstacles,
difficulties and problems, and another to live through
them as the people who are confronting the uncertain and
arduous pcths to modernisation are doing now, day by day
and minute by minute, in running their schools.

As we know, no substantial change will.take place
until nil teachers are involved in working out new
programmes; research, moreover, which is now being carried
out at group level, will not acquire coherence and
scientific value until it becomes possible to control and
compare similar and contrasting situations on a larger
scale.

Nevertheless, the new education must go through this
phase; and although it gives greater frredom to the people
operating schools and all the forces involved in the
educational process, it must maintain a careful balance
among the objectives of the reform, together with clear
and well-defined guAdeline.s for overall development.
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